Abstract

Purpose: To compare paper-based test (PBT) and computer-based test (CBT) scores and whether demographics, previous academic success, learning style or attitudes affected performance. Methods: 65 second-year optometry students completed attitude questionnaires after four midterm examinations — one PBT and one CBT in two courses taught by the same instructor in the same semester. Attitudes were analyzed via $X^2$ comparisons while test scores were compared via analysis of variance. Results: PBT and CBT scores were the same, but female, non-Hispanic and non-White students and those with a preference for PBT had higher PBT scores. Conclusion: While overall PBT and CBT formats appeared equivalent, we uncovered demographic trends in both test performance and attitudes that warrant further investigation.
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Background

Standardized assessments used for professional licensure and to measure pre-professional aptitude have been administered electronically for decades. Computer-based test (CBT) platforms have also been introduced in many undergraduate and professional programs, and their use has coincided with the emergence of cognitive learning theories that stress integration of classroom teaching and assessment.

Most health profession programs have multiple layers of learning outcomes. Specifically, optometric educators must consider individual course objectives, school or overall curriculum outcomes, and professional outcomes and attributes defined by the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO), the Accreditation Council on Optometric Education (ACOE) and the National Board of Examiners in Optometry (NBEO). While the 20th century paradigm of providing traditional lectures followed by static, multiple-choice paper-based tests (PBT) still exists and has value, it makes it far more challenging and time-consuming to measure student performance on these learning outcomes across a curriculum. After all, PBT formats do not automatically generate reports of student performance according to learning outcomes in a course or across the curriculum. That process requires a significant time investment and coordination between instructors after a test is given. In contrast, CBT platforms allow evaluators to digitally assign learning levels and course or program levels to test questions, providing improved feedback when attempting to drive assessment-based curriculum or instructional changes. Further, controlled studies and informal observations have shown that CBT formats provide additional advantages as well as some disadvantages for students and instructors. Additional advantages include automatic grading with nearly real-time score reporting to students and higher-resolution feedback about specific subject content. Disadvantages of CBT formats include computer eyestrain, compatibility and connectivity issues as well as difficulties creating, navigating or grading in-depth questions. Arguably, the most important barrier is the general skepticism among both instructors and students toward computerized testing until they achieve an initial positive experience.

Previous studies of student academic performance using CBT are equivocal. At least two groups of researchers have concluded that simply administering an exam using a computerized format vs. a traditional paper- and pencil-based format had no significant effect on achievement while another group has observed that test scores improved with CBT formats for both static-type (multiple-choice, true/false) and interactive problem-based questions. Our institution recently implemented one such CBT platform, and computerized testing was highly encouraged (but optional) by our administration during a “hybrid” period of one academic year. At the end of that year, instructors were required to administer only computerized tests. That one-year period — when both PBT and CBT formats were used — provided us with a unique opportunity to better understand how student demographics, academic performance and attitudes influenced their transition to computerized testing. Our aim was to determine whether there was a significant difference between mean PBT and CBT scores and the extent to which various student factors and attitudes could influence performance. The results from this study could reveal different strategies for improving student performance and easing the overall transition to computer-based testing.

Methods

Subjects

We recruited 65 (39 females, 26 males) subjects with a mean age (±S.D.) of 24.7 (±1.87) years. Due to the high proportion of Hispanics in our student population, we wanted to analyze the results not only considering age, gender and race but also Hispanic ethnicity (10 Hispanic, 55 non-Hispanic). Volunteers were eligible if they were enrolled and in good academic
standing (i.e., cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher) in the Rosenberg School of Optometry’s second-year class during the fall semester of 2015. All subjects were recruited via a classroom announcement by the investigators and were all paid for their participation. All subjects provided informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board at the University of the Incarnate Word and carried out according to the guidelines set out in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

Research design

During the fall semester of their second year, 65 students completed two midterm examinations in two different courses (ocular physiology and organ pathology). These courses were selected because they were offered simultaneously in the same semester by the same instructor, and all exams were delivered in the same classroom setting. This could minimize the impact of different instructors using different question styles to assess student performance. These examinations were administered as regularly scheduled assessments in each course. In the first course (organ pathology), the students took the first midterm electronically via ExamSoft (ExamSoft Worldwide, Inc., Boca Raton, Fla.) and the second midterm using a traditional paper and pencil format (graded using Scantron forms and software; Scantron Corporation, Eagan, Minn.). The order was reversed for the second course (ocular physiology). The overall crossover design is shown in Figure 1. Despite the possible influence of test performance on student attitudes, students were unaware of this research opportunity until after the end of the second midterms. This was done for two reasons. We were primarily interested in student performance and attitudes after their initial exposure to CBT. Students in this cohort were not previously exposed to CBT (ExamSoft) in optometry school but rather used PBT (Scantron) during their first year. In addition, we did not want to create anxiety nor prompt concerns in students about the new CBT format.

While all examinations contained only multiple-choice items (both single and multiple response), the computerized format allowed for randomized ordering of questions and answer choices (i.e., multiple exam versions) while Scantron-graded exams were administered using a single version. Highlighting and backward navigation were the only additional features enabled on ExamSoft. In addition, students had access to scratch paper regardless of the testing platform. At the conclusion of the semester, study participants’ attitudes toward paper and computerized exams were measured via a custom questionnaire with 5-rating scale semantic differential items (use and analysis described in a review of best practices in assessing student attitudes).

With our semantic differential items, respondents did not indicate a level of agreement with a statement (as in Likert scaled items); rather, they chose a position on a scaled line that connoted a preference for one method or the other. For example, survey question #1 asked subjects to indicate whether they were “...more stressed taking the test using the computer-based test” or “...more stressed taking the test on paper.” Whether the direction (+ or -) corresponded to CBT or PBT preference was randomly assigned for each question. However, for analysis, “-2” (on the 5-rating scale) indicated a strong preference for PBT (more stressed by the CBT) and a “+2” indicated a strong preference for CBT (more stressed by the PBT). Responses of “-1” or “+1” indicated less endorsement, and a “0” indicated no preference or endorsement at all. Students also completed a 16-item VARK questionnaire (VARK; available online at http://vark-learn.com/the-vark-questionnaire/) to determine the level to which they are visual (V), aural (A), read/write (R) or kinesthetic (K) learners, as different learning styles have been associated with student performance.

Analysis

Our first goal was to determine the relationship between the CBT and PBT scores. We examined scores across the four examinations via repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with course and examination mode as fixed factors. We then pooled all the exam scores into a single variable representing each subject’s difference between their average CBT...
and PBT scores. These differences were also analyzed by ANOVA with gender, race (White vs. non-White) and ethnicity (Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic) as fixed factors. The difference scores were also regressed on continuous variables such as age and academic parameters (Optometry Admission Test [OAT] scores, undergraduate grade point averages [GPAs], GPA thus far in the optometry program, and learning style and attitudes). Distributions of subjects by demographics are shown in Table 1.

We determined the level of endorsement (either for the CBT or PBT format) by comparing the medians for each survey question to zero via a Wilcoxon signed rank test. Ad hoc comparisons of students performing best on PBT or CBT were also performed, and these are described in detail in the Results section. Statistical significance was defined as a p-value less than 0.05 for all testing. All analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.) and Excel (Microsoft Inc., Redmond, Wash.).

Results

All 65 second-year students consented to participation. The range of the difference between the computer-based and paper-based scores (C-P, for convenience) was -18.6 to 13.9 (refer to Table 2 for summary of scores). One male subject scored 34.5 points (4.5 standard deviations from the mean difference) better on the PBT. His performance and survey data were excluded from all analyses, as his performance bias for paper-based testing was considered an outlier. All test scores for the remaining subjects (n = 64) were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA. The main effect of course [F(1,57) = 11.43, p = 0.001] — with students scoring 3.4% higher in ocular physiology — and the interaction of course and exam mode [F(1,57)=6.607, p=0.013] were both significant, but there was no main effect of exam mode [F(1,57)=1.740, p=0.192]. So, while there was a bias (C-P=-2.30) in our subjects toward better performance on the PBT, the difference was insignificant.

For the two formats to be considered equivalent, it has been suggested that the two testing methods must yield similar dispersions and overall distributions of scores. The scores from all examinations were distributed normally (p>0.05 on Anderson Darling testing), though the distributions were shaped somewhat differently (Figure 2). The distribution most distinct from the others was for the ocular physiology PBT, where no student received a failing grade (<65%). However, 4.7% (3 of 64) of students failed the CBT in ocular physiology. This trend was reversed for organ pathology, where only 6.3% (4 of 64) failed the CBT, but 10.9% (7 of 64) failed the PBT. There does not appear then to be a systematic difference in test scores based on test platform. We then combined the two course test scores for each platform, and the relationship between the average scores from each platform is shown in Figure 3. Computer-based and paper-based scores were highly positively correlated (r=0.62, p<0.001), providing additional evidence that the two platforms are essentially equivalent in assessing student performance.
It has been argued, however, that any two methods that test the same parameter and provide wide variability in scores will almost always be positively correlated. It is better for us to calculate the difference (C-P) and plot this difference against the overall average of both methods. This difference (or Bland-Altman) plot is shown in Figure 4. The mean difference (-2.30) is represented by the solid line. When the difference between the two methods was regressed on the average of all exams, we saw no relationship (r=0.06, p>0.9). That is, mean overall test performance did not systematically predict a performance bias for either testing platform. The differences were distributed normally (Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic=0.10, p>0.05) with a median of -3.50 and 25th and 75th percentiles of -6.63 and 2.25, respectively. This slightly positively skewed distribution was seen when we computed the reference interval (or 95% limit of agreement) for the two testing methods (mean ±1.96 standard deviation of the difference). These values (10.3, -15.3) are shown in Figure 4 as thick dashed lines and indicated significant agreement between the two methods for all but six subjects (four performing significantly better on the CBT and two significantly better on the PBT). While the testing administration methods appeared to be equivalent, we were still interested in what factors may be responsible for the trend in our subjects to perform better on paper. We pooled all the exam scores into a single variable (C-P), which was analyzed by ANOVA with gender, race (White vs. non-White) and ethnicity (Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic) as fixed factors. We found a trend for the mean bias towards PBT to be more in non-White subjects than in White subjects [F(1,57)=3.093, p=0.053). When analyzed separately by one-sample t-tests, the bias toward PBT in non-White subjects was significantly less than zero [t(57)=-3.22, p<0.005] but not significant [t(57)=-0.98, p=0.33] in White subjects. The effects of gender [F(1,57)=0.609, p=0.439] and ethnicity [F(1,57)=0.272, p=0.604] were not significant. However, while neither gender nor ethnicity played a significant role on ANOVA, there was a difference when analyzed separately. That is, the mean difference for female subjects (-2.73) was significantly less than zero on a one-sample t-test [t(57)=-2.75, p=0.01]. This was not the case for male subjects [mean: -1.62; t(57)=-1.11, p=0.28]. Similarly, the mean for non-Hispanic subjects (-2.38) was significantly less than zero [t(57)=-2.65, p=0.01] but not for Hispanic subjects [mean: -1.87; t(57)=-0.84, p=0.42]. So — when analyzed separately — female, non-Hispanic and non-White subjects performed significantly better on paper-based tests than computer-based tests.
reading comprehension), undergraduate GPAs (total and math and science), GPAs in the first three semesters of our professional program, and learning styles. We found no significant correlations.

No validated questionnaire for determining attitudes toward paper and computerized examination formats is currently available. Therefore, we performed a factor analysis (via principal components) and found that the extracted communalities for all the survey question responses were significant (ranging from 0.65 to 0.96) and contributed to a single component that explained more than 37% of the variance in responses. It seems, therefore, that the survey questions represented, at least to some extent, student preference for one testing platform or the other. Therefore, we considered them all in our analysis.

The survey responses were not distributed normally, so we used a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon signed rank test) to determine whether the median responses were different than zero. A significant test and negative median indicated an overall preference (or endorsement) for the PBT format. If the median was positive, the endorsement was for the CBT. These results are summarized in Table 3 and are shown for overall responses as well as broken down by gender and ethnicity (Hispanic or non-Hispanic). Subjects overall endorsed the PBT on 15 questions and the CBT on five questions. The results were identical for the 54 subjects who identified as non-Hispanic and similar for female subjects who endorsed paper examinations on two additional questions. Male subjects endorsed the computerized format for four questions but only endorsed paper for one question. Hispanic subjects endorsed paper testing for two questions and computer-based tests for one question.

Some commonly endorsed items for paper were questions 1 (less stressed by paper exam), 5 (more positive experience with paper) and 22 (prefer to mark tentative answers and go back before recording final answer). Endorsements for computer-based testing included questions 4 (prefer the feedback after taking the CBT), 8 (understand the need for CBT) and 18 (taking CBT prepares better for national licensure exams). To test whether these endorsements correlated in some way with a performance bias toward the paper or computerized formats, we created trichotomous variables for all survey questions, considering any negative response an endorsement for PBT, any positive response an endorsement for CBT, and any zero response to be "no opinion." Because we are really only interested in whether these endorsements predicted significantly better performance on one testing platform or the other, we only analyzed subjects that scored at least 2.25 points higher on the computer-based test (those who performed best on the CBT) or at least 6.63 points better on paper (those who performed best on PBT; refer to Figure 4). We then calculated the likelihood (via $X^2$ analysis) that the distribution (number of PBT endorsements, no opinion, or CBT endorsements) was the same between these two performance groups.

There were significant findings for eight survey questions representing perceived difficulty (question 2), "mood" toward platforms (questions 9 and 17), overall preference (questions 6, 10, 13 and 15), and which platform better prepares for national licensure exams (question 18). Four representative significant findings are shown in Figure 5. To check for a "goodness of fit" (as in $X^2$ analysis), we sorted the scaled predictors into ordinal variables by assigning the lower quartile as "1," second quartile as "2," third quartile as "3," and the upper quartile as "4." Only the distributions of current optometry school GPA differed significantly between students performing best on PBT or CBT (p=0.027; Figure 6).

### Table 3

#### Summary of Median Survey Item Assessments for PBT and CBT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>PBT</th>
<th>CBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. More stressed by paper exam?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. More stressed by CBT?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. More positive experience with paper exam?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. More positive experience with CBT?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Prefer the feedback after taking the PBT?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Prefer the feedback after taking the CBT?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Understand the need for the PBT?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Understand the need for the CBT?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Overall preference for paper?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Overall preference for CBT?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Paper prepares better for national licensing exams?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. CBT prepares better for national licensing exams?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Discussion

This study found little difference in the performance of second-year optometry students on a computer-based test (CBT) compared with a paper-based test (PBT) covering topics in organ pathology and ocular physiology. Overall, there was a trend toward higher mean scores on the PBT. In addition, an opinion survey found student attitudes favored the PBT more highly than the CBT.

Our examination performance findings are consistent with some but not all prior studies that have found little difference in student performance between CBT and PBT (see Bugbee and Vrabel for reviews of the literature). Our results are consistent with those of Boevé et al., who conducted a study with a crossover design somewhat like ours. In their undergraduate psychology course, one-half of the class took their midterm exam on a computer while the other half of the class took the exam using paper and pencil. The groups were switched for the final examination. The researchers found no significant difference in the mean number of questions answered correctly between the computer-based and paper-based modes for both the midterm and final exam. In another recent study, Karay et al. evaluated the performance of 266 medical students on a standardized 200-question multiple-choice examination. Students were randomly assigned to take the exam on a computer or on paper. There was no significant difference in exam score between the groups, but students taking a PBT needed significantly more time to complete the test.

Perhaps the trend towards PBT performance in our study was influenced by real or perceived difficulty differences between the courses or the individual examinations used in our design. There was a statistically significant difference between the mean scores for ocular physiology (84.5%) and organ pathology (81.1%). This difference could be explained by an enhanced interest in the ocular physiology topics among optometry students. However, the disparity between the mean PBT and CBT scores was larger (and statistically significant on paired sample t-tests) in the ocular physiology course (86.4% for PBT vs. 81.1% for the CBT; p=0.003) than in the organ pathology course where the PBT and CBT scores (81.5% and 80.6%, respectively) were essentially equivalent (p=0.55). It is quite possible that the PBT in the ocular physiology course covered material that was easier to master or had been introduced in a previous course. Regardless of the cause, our ability to draw inferences concerning any PBT bias may be weakened by the main effect of course and its interaction with exam mode on scores.

It has been suggested that males find technology more appealing and thus are more self-confident using computers. In addition, there are indications that girls achieve less well than boys on computer-based problem-solving tasks. This has led to a concern that females may perform worse on CBT than males. We did find that females performed significantly better on PBT than CBT, while for males there was no significant difference between exam modes. Our results agree with Jeong who studied test scores of Korean grade-school children and found the CBT scores of female students to be significantly lower than their PBT scores in three of four subjects studied. This similarity should be considered in light of the notably different cohorts. Indeed, others have found no gender differences in more applicable investigations. For example, Clariana and Wallace compared student performance on a 100-question multiple-choice examination. Fifty-four
Ethnic background and race are additional factors that may influence exam mode performance. It has been reported that grade-school children from an ethnic-minority background may have less exposure to computers both in the classroom and at home than children from the majority population. While our study subjects overwhelmingly endorsed computerized testing in reporting they were "comfortable with technology," computer familiarity is one factor that has been identified as potentially influencing performance on CBT. In our study, 10 students self-identified as being of Hispanic heritage and 54 who were non-Hispanic. Interestingly, we found that Hispanic students performed equally well on the CBT and PBT, while non-Hispanic subjects performed significantly better on the PBT. The 26 subjects who self-identified as non-White did perform significantly better on the PBT, but we found no performance bias among subjects who identified as White. These equivocal findings may indicate that disparities in computer familiarity may not be as much of a determining factor for this generation of students, at least not at the professional-school level.

No other individual student characteristic was significantly associated with exam mode performance in our analysis, in contrast with previous investigations. Watson found that academically higher performing students benefited most from a computer-assisted learning program, while Clariana and Wallace reported that higher attaining students performed significantly better on a CBT than a PBT, or conversely, PBT hindered the performance of high-attaining students more than low-attaining students. Our results may have been limited by a relatively low number of subjects; both previous studies involved nearly double the number subjects.

Following the second midterm examination, and after both midterm exam scores had been revealed to the students, each student completed a questionnaire. Responses from students with the greatest exam mode performance difference were analyzed for significant differences in their responses to survey questions. In general, we found that students indicated a strong preference for the exam mode that they performed best on (Figure 5c). When asked which exam mode best prepares them for national licensure exams (which are CBT in optometry), nearly equal proportions of students acknowledged that CBTs were superior. This is not a surprising result, as NBEO Parts I and II (of III) are administered electronically. However, no student performing best on CBT acknowledged that PBT would better prepare them for licensing exams, and the overall distributions were significantly different (Figure 5d). These positive associations between performance and exam mode preference are not surprising. For example, it should be intuitive that more students who performed best on the paper-based test would think it was easier (Figure 5a) and that we should stay with that testing platform (Figure 5b). Our results differ from those of Washburn et al. who used a very similar design and found that students overwhelmingly preferred paper-pencil over computer-based assessments. However, the students in their study performed significantly better on the computer-based test.

We found a trend suggesting that differences in test anxiety may have contributed to differences in performance between the exam modes. While Washburn et al. found no association between test anxiety and test performance, it has been previously suggested that students with a lower comfort level with computers may experience greater test anxiety, and subsequent lower performance, with CBT. In a study of 131 college undergraduate volunteers randomly assigned to computerized or paper-and-pencil versions of a battery of personality tests, Lankford et al. found that female students and those with higher computer anxiety reported more depression when the test was administered on a computer. It is suggested that computer anxiety, like test anxiety in general, is not dependent on the degree of computer experience. In our study, distribution differences in responses to questions such as "I was more stressed taking the test using..." and "I am more afraid of tests using..." approached significance, suggesting that anxiety levels were associated with exam mode performance difference. Perhaps our small study population and their foreknowledge of their exam performance prior to completing the questionnaire influenced our ability to detect a statistically significant correlation between anxiety and exam mode performance.

Strengths of our study include the 100% student participation rate, the crossover experimental design, and our access to student academic records, including undergraduate GPA and optometry school entrance exam performance. Furthermore, each student completed a VARK learning preference survey providing insight into their learning style.

Disadvantages that limit inferences from our study include the small sample size of only 64 students and a much smaller representation of Hispanic than non-Hispanic subjects. A further disadvantage is that to gain admission to optometry school students must perform well on the OAT, which is a CBT. Students that perform poorly on CBTs would not be expected to gain admission to optometry school. Although we found that OAT scores did not predict better performance on the CBT, we are dealing with a student population that is self-selected for good performance on CBT. One other
disadvantage is that the two courses that were part of this experiment (organ pathology and ocular physiology) are not exactly equivalent. While the course material is similar (both covering foundational biologic principles) and were taught concurrently by the same instructor to the same students, there are differences in subject matter that may have influenced exam performance other than exam mode alone. For example, one course was 3 credit hours while the other was 2 credit hours. However, both courses were a continuation of first-year courses, and we believe that the difficulty of the course content was comparable throughout the semester within each course.

While some investigators have found no effect of question order on test performance,30,31 others have demonstrated effects on scores32 and score distributions.33 In the current study, PBTs were administered in one version with a fixed order of questions and answer choices. There were, however, multiple versions of CBTs, which limits our ability to draw inferences about differences between the two formats. Lastly, we need to acknowledge that a better investigational approach may have been to administer each of the four midterms in both formats: PBT and CBT. Students could have been randomized into PBT and CBT for each exam and swapped for the second in each course. We decided against this approach for instructional reasons as students may have considered it unfair to take their first CBT while others in their class were being evaluated over the same material with the more familiar PBT.

Conclusions

In summary, we found no statistically significant difference in overall performance between PBT and CBT in this group of healthcare professional students. Females, non-White students, and non-Hispanic students performed significantly better on PBT. We also found that performance differences between the two formats predicted student perceptions of difficulty, preference and utility of the formats. In addition, we found trends suggesting that test anxiety may contribute to poor CBT performance among some students. These trends warrant further investigation. We plan to conduct a follow-up study on this same cohort of students to examine how their attitudes and beliefs toward CBT may have evolved with increased familiarity with this mode of exam administration.
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